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innovation.is.real

The world as we have created it is a process of our thinking. It
cannot be changed without changing our thinking
Albert Einstein

Surface Heating Concepts, 2022
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PRESENTER

Christian Kussmann
I‘m cofounder / CTO of ATT and I‘m looking back to 20 years of experience in the
Automotive and Aerospace industry, 14 of them as entrepreneur. Most of the time I was
dealing with projects in the field of thermal management, thermal comfort and
electrification of cars. Since 2014 we convert our ideas and visions to products for the
future markets.
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SURFACE HEATING SYSTEMS

Who are we? What are we doing? Who are our clients and with which
industries are we working together? (7)

Which challenges do we see in the context of Electromobility and what
are fields of improvement? (3)

What is the status quo and why do we think, that surface heating won’t
be optional in future (3)

Why we think that we can contribute to solving thie energy / comfort
dilemma and possibly are the right partner for it (11)
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Expertise Solutions
Printed Flexible PTC-Heaters
Printed Flexible Sensors
Electroluminescent displays
Electrochromatic displays
Printed Batteries
Electronics

Battery Thermal Management
ADAS Sensor & Camera Heating Systems

Surface Heating Systems

Manufacturing

Product Development

Prototyping
Small Quantities
Medium Quantities (up to 200.000 m² pA)

A-Sample
B-Sample
Industrialization
Validation
Qualification
Certification

Intelligent Heating Systems

We are a

Home Base
Graz

solution provider,
developer and
manufacturer of
intelligent heating & sensing systems in the field of
printed electronics.
Our roots are in the Automotive industry, but our technologies are being
integrated into a wide range of application and industries.
ISO 9001:2015
EN 9100 (in progress)
IATF 16949 (in progress)
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Electronic Control
We design specific ECUs for each
application with individual interfaces to
existing architectures. We offer the full
scope of Electronics development

Heaters
Our heaters are tailor made for
each specific application.
Material layers are individually
selected based on requirements.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

AC/DC (800V+)
up to 350 kW/m²
Extremely light
Very thin & flexible
Strong PTC effect
Stress resistant
Injection Molding
Individual connectors
Automotive certified
Aerospace certified
Customizable

Concept Development
Circuit Design & Simulation
Layout
Assembly
Firmware Development
Graphical User Interface
Testing
Certification

Sensors
Our sensors fully integrate into
the heaters or can be used stand
alone.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Realtime Temperature
Humidity
Ice (Thickness & Type)
Concentration
Contamination
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We have a strong focus on
Automotive industry,
because that is where most
of us come from. But our
technologies and products
can be used in many other
industries as well. We see
ourselves as solution
providers and our
technologies get integrated
into a wide range of different
applications.
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Thermal Comfort in vehicles
▪ Among others, thermal comfort is one of the most important interfaces
between the human and the machine (HMI). If we don’t feel comfortable,
we tend to dislike the whole product, independent on other aspects.
▪ Common methods of measuring thermal comfort are based on
temperatures, which is a physical parameter the human is not able to feel
▪ The human organism is a thermal power plant, which – dependent on the
metabolism - always must lose a certain amount of energy. Is the amount
of energy we loose too high, we feel cold, is it too low, we feel warm
▪ The function thermal comfort is currently not being engineered like any
other function while using state of the art methodology
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Range vs Thermal Comfort
▪ Today, convection (hot air) is mainly used for heating up the cabin to
establish thermal comfort. Historically, this comes from ICE driven
vehicles, where (waste-)energy was available in high quantities. But for
EVs, every Watt we spend to thermally manage the cabin, means less
range. So, we need a different concept!
▪ The required hot air is produced centralized and then being distributed
along ducts. In case of an EV, we can produce the heat decentralized, only
where we need it and exactly in the right amount
▪ There is no intelligence, which adjusts the measures to the number of
individuals inside the vehicle. Most of the time, the driver is alone, so a lot
of energy is wasted for no reason
▪ Nevertheless, convection will always be needed for several reasons. But
heat radiating surfaces can be integrated in a way, that the amount of
convection can be reduced to a minimum
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If we don‘t change the
way we approach the
problem, NOTHING will
change!
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Today’s cabins are thermally just dumb
▪ Plastic parts mostly without any active thermal functionality
− We don’t see any systemic approach when it comes to the thermal
management of the cabin
− We see too many different suppliers. Who has the responsibility for bringing
innovation into the game? The supplier? The OEM?

▪ The mindset of OEMs changes very slowly. Only “urgent needs” result in a
change. There is no innovation driven progress, but only a “how much cost
can we save while innovating” progress. This excludes real innovation
right from the beginning.
− Startup companies (Arrival, Pepper Motion, Lucid Motors,…) are way ahead in
context of asking the right questions. They will just do, for what others will
need ages or even will fail
− Smart suppliers will have the possibility to bring themselves into the first row,
while asking the right questions AND providing the right solutions to the
market NOW!

What we are doing

What we think we are
doing
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Status quo
▪ Convective heating
− We have learned already, that up to 55% of the energy is wasted literally
immediately!

▪ Heated armrests, heated middle-armrests, heated steering wheels
− Due to the usage of standard wire-based technology without any intelligence,
the parts do not feature any inherent safety feature
− As just the wires are heated - due to line-heating - they must therefore become
much warmer than the average required surface temperature
− As there is no PTC-effect, the wire-based heating elements can become very
hot through local insulation, which the sensor – placed at a different location
– will not recognize → Danger of burning!

▪ Seat-heating
− Today’s seat heating is not integrated well. They don’t have any intelligence
and tend to heat up slowly and to get too hot
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There won’t be a future without well integrated surface heating
concepts. Here comes why:
▪ Electric vehicles require a different way of thermally managing the cabin. As
radiation does not require any media, it’s the ONLY way of transporting energy
without the need of moving air
▪ We see the requirement of on-demand heating, which means producing the
energy at the right place, at the right time and in the right amount. Nothing
else than this will be the future!
▪ Electric vehicles suffer acceptance due to their mostly limited range
compared to ICE driven vehicles. There is a high demand of saving energy to
improve the range. Every single Watt counts and sticking to the old way of
“doing thermal comfort” won’t solve this problem at all!
▪ As small and innovative start-ups are going into this direction already, there
won’t be any justification for not doing it as well!

Airbus A350
Thermal Comfort optimization of first-class / business
class suites while introducing surface heating elements

Generic SUV
Thermal Comfort optimization of entire cabin through
surface heating elements. Energy saving potential during
establishing phase 34%
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Which role do we now play in this game?
▪ We design, develop, industrialize and manufacture intelligent heating
systems based on printed polymers. Whenever possible, we try to
introduce intelligence to heating systems, as we believe in on-demand
heating to be one answer to the question “how can we save energy to
maximize range in electric vehicles”
▪ We are highly involved in thermal comfort engineering projects in different
industries (Automotive, Aerospace and Rail) and we know how to develop
and exactly specify surface heating systems to optimize thermal comfort
with an energy saving potential of up to 35% compared to purely
convectional driven concepts
▪ or us, thermal comfort is a predictable parameter, which we exactly
engineer based on given limits and boundaries
▪ We see us as the turn-key solution for thermal comfort. As a one stop
shop, we engineer the solution and manufacture the required heating
elements.
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We engineer thermal comfort : The Method

Baseline Analysis

Target Function

Design

Analysis Update

A virtual representation of the
vehicle cabin is created based on
available CAD data or surface
scan data. The model gets
parameterized based on existing
measurement data or
characteristic lines. Based on a
certain load case, the thermal
comfort situation of the baseline
vehicle will be analyzed.

At this point it is very important
to decide which goals should be
achieved. Basically, there are two
different options. Either the
current thermal comfort
situation should be maintained
while consuming less energy, or
the thermal comfort situation
should be improved while using
the same amount of energy.

Next the different locations and
desired power consumption of
the surface heating system
should be determined. Based on
these parameters the different
heating foils are designed and
virtually validated by CAD and
simulation tools. The original
CAD model of the cabin gets
updated.

A new comfort analysis while
operating the surface heating
system will be preformed to
check the impact on the human
organism inside the cabin. The
parameters of the present
heating elements can be
modified to achieve the best
possible result.
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We engineer thermal comfort : before and after
Overall
Defrost
Side grills front
Foot area front
Foot area rear

Direct energy saving

Overall
Defrost
Side grills front
Foot area front
Foot area rear
Heating Power Surface Heating

Baseline Analysis

Analysis including surface heating

The baseline analysis shows a peak performance of about
7,5 kW during a heat-up load case at -20°C outside
temperature and 70 km/h driving speed. The data came
from measurement and are representative for this
individual cabin. The resulting thermal comfort situation
marks the baseline comfort as reference.

This chart shows the energy consumption after integrating
surface heating elements into the cabin as a
complementary system to the existing convective heating
system. The target function was to keep or slightly
improve the reference thermal comfort situation
calculated in the baseline analysis.
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We engineer thermal comfort : efficiency analysis

Baseline
With Surface Heating
With Surface- and Glasroof Heating
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A closer look on the heating elements:
▪ Our heaters are a composite of different layers
− Base layer (FR4, PET, PC,…)
− Electrode layer (etched copper, printed silver,…)
− Thermoactive layer with or without PTC effect (variable)
− Adhesive layer (optional)
− Insulation layer (optional)

▪ Our flexible silver heaters are a real alternative to wirebased heaters with much more active area at comparable
cost
▪ Our PTC foils have a strong PTC effect at various
temperatures (40°C, 60°C, 85°C, 120°C) *
▪ Our heating foils will be exactly tailored following
requirements and specifications.

High flexible armrest heaters

flexible silver heaters

flexible sun visor heaters

flexible PTC heaters

* one of our most important strategic partner is
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How can the heating elements be integrated?

Integration Method 1

Integration Method 2

Integration Method 3

Integration Method 4

Example heatable sun visor. The heating element will
be attached on a specially prepared foam carrier.

Example dorr trim panel. The heating elements is
placed inside the tooling before being injection
molded. With this method, the heating element gets
completely integrated into the plastic part.

The heating element gets placed between 2 specially
designed haptic foams, which are perforated in a
certain way. The heating element goes below the
leather or fabric and can withstand mechanical and
chemical stress. Due to the perforation and the used
materials is is absolutely noise free.

The heating element is placed either on the A or B
side of a plastic part. The heater features a dedicated
double side adhesive, which is also suitable for HDPE
plastic parts.
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Gewerbeparkstrasse 77, A-8143 Dobl

+43 3136 52478

hello@thermaltech.at

www.thermaltech.at

@advancedthermal

ATT advanced thermal technologies
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